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(Gaining the correct exposure)

Grades of Pencils
Pencils come in different grades.  
The softer the pencil the darker
the tone. 

H= Hard, B = Black (Soft)
Hard pencils (H) 
Are good for
light shading
and soft pencils 
(B) are good for 
dark shading

HB (Hard Black)
is a good 
all round pencil

Setting the correct exposure
The information on the sheet sets out how to gain the 

correct exposure with the camera on it’s manual setting.  

These are the fundamental principals of photography that 

you must master.  You will have gone through this in class 

but you must keep revisiting it to make sure you understand 

it.  You will be testing on this knowledge.  

3 key factors:
There are 3 key areas to exposure that affect each other: ISO: How sensitive the camera is to light

Shutter speed: How quickly the lens opens and closes. Aperture:  How wide the lens opens.
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(Gaining the correct exposure)
This sheet recaps exposure:
The information is presented in a slightly         
different way which you may find useful

This sheet recaps exposure:
• Aperture, shutter speed and ISO all affect 
the exposure of the camera.  They control 
how much light enters the camera or how 
sensitive it is to light.
• Because lighting conditions change 
according to the time of day or the power 
of the lights you are using we have to set 
the camera to gain the correct exposure 
under a range of different conditions.      
To do this we change these 3 settings:

• ISO:  How sensitive the camera is to light.  
The more sensitive the less light needed, 
the less sensitive the more light is needed.  
This also affects the quality of the image 
and how much grain there is.               
More sensitive more gain, less          
sensitive less grain.

• Shutter speed:  The quicker the lens 
opens and closes the less light get in.  The 
slower it opens and closes the more light is 
let in.  If it’s dark leave the lens open 
longer to let in more light.  

• Aperture:  This is how wide the lens is 
open.  The wider the lens is open the  
more light comes in and vice versa.  If it is 
dark let open the lens wider to let in more 
light.  If it too bright close the lens so the 
whole is smaller.

Shoot and Review
Digital photography has the distinct advantage 
over film because you can see your photo 
immediately. Use this to your advantage and review 
your photos whilst taking them. Make adjustments 
whilst you shoot to capture the best outcome.
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(Understanding your camera)

How to read your display

The diagram to the left shows you where the 
information regarding the camera settings / exposure 
settings are on your camera.  You will be familiar with 
what these mean from the earlier sheets in your 
knowledge organizer.

This diagram 
explains the 
settings on the 
top of your 
camera.  We 
typically use 
the manual 
setting as this 
gives us the 
most control

This diagram 
explains the 
parts of     
the lens

This diagram 
explains how 
the type of 
lens we use 
can change 
the width of 
the shoot 
making it 
wider or 
narrower

Learn Your Camera Lens

Part 1: Different Lens
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(Studio Photography)

Lighting set up

• When setting up your lighting you need to think 

carefully about where you want to position them.    

In simple terms what ever you point them towards  

will be illuminated

• There are some examples of lighting                      

set ups on this page.

When shooting the studio consider 

the following key things:

• Shutter speed the camera must be 

set to 1/125.  Any faster and the 

camera won’t capture the flash 

lights, any slower and ambient light 

(natural light in the room) will affect 

the exposure. 

• Use the aperture to gain the right 

exposure too light close the aperture 

to let in less light.  To bright open it up 

to let in more.

•You can also increase or     

decrease the power of the lights.

• Think about the position of           

the cables. Are they causing              

a trip hazard? 

•Consider the position of the lighting. 

Are they pointing in the right  

direction to light the correct things.

• Check the power settings on   the 

lights and make sure you have the 

cell button turned on. The photo cell 

allows the lights to communicate  

with each other so they all go off     

at the same time.

Studio lighting terminology

Flash light These are powerful lights that deliver a 
very quick, very bright burst of light

Flash trigger / 
receiver

This is a piece of equipment that fits on 
the camera so that when we take a 
photograph a signal is sent to the light 
and they can fire at the right time.

Backdrop This is the screen in the background that 
we photograph our models against

Tripod This is used to hold the camera still        
or in a fixed position when we are 
taking pictures

Reflector This is a big reflective disc used to 
bounce light on to the model 

Umbrella This is used to bounce the light off      
the flash head. It soften the light        
and makes it more flattering

Soft box This fits on the flash head and again 
softens the light but still gives stronger 
more directional lighting 

Backlight This is a light positioned behind the 
model to give them a bright glow

Background 
light 

This is a light positioned to light just     
the background behind the model 

Model light / 
key light 

This is a light / lights used to                
light the model 

Colour gel This is a sheet of reflective transparent 
film in different colours that we put over 
the lights to change the colour

Studio Lighting Set up (5 Lights)








